
 
 

READ ME 
 
 

This page is designed to help you get the most out of the information on the web page 
 

Race Data Sheet 
 
 This is the file that is sent to the area measurement secretary for verification,before the 
certificate is issued.The first two pages will be of little interest to you ,but the third page has 
descriptions of the start,finish and intermediate marks and may contain extra detail not shown on the 
photo sheets. 
 
Km Marks or Mile Marks 
 
  These are PDF files with photos of the important locations,and descriptions to help you locate 
them 
 
GPX file 
 
 GPX is a file format for use on GPS units and can also be loaded into computer mapping 
programmes such as Memory Map to visualise the route.Right click to download it.On some  
computers the downloaded file has an XML file extension,or XML after the GPX extension..This 
needs to be changed to [filename].GPX before the file can be used. 
 
Google Earth file 
 
 If you have Google Earth on your computer,double clicking this should open the file.Note that 
mile or km marks will appear in the correct place,and can be viewed on street view for extra 
accuracy in locating them.If you haven’t got Google Earth- why not? Get it now  
 
Map my Run. 
 
 The map can be viewed directly on the web page.If you click on “map” in the top right,and 
untick “Terrain” you can zoom in much further on either map or satellite view. 
 To view the route on full screen,click on the Map my Fitness logo on the top right.Then click 

on  in the top right corner. 
 
 Note that the distance shown for the route is approximate,as are the locations of intermediate 
marks. To change from miles to kilometres (or vice versa) click on the cog wheel icon in the options 
box . 
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